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Abstract.
Let H be a right Hubert module over a proper //*-algebra A. For 0<p^oo, an extended-real value ||/|]" is associated with each fe H, and the /»-class H" is defined to be {/£//:II/II"<co}. For l</>á<=°, ("", H,) is a right normed /4-module. If l^/>^2, there is a conjugate-linear isometry of (H" ||■ y onto the dual of (//", ||-||,), where (l//>)+(!/?)=1; hence H" is complete in its norm.
Introduction.
Let A be a proper 7/*-algebra with inner product and norm denoted by (•, •) and |-|, respectively. By a projection in A we mean a nonzero selfadjoint idempotent, and by a projection base for A we mean a maximal family of mutually orthogonal projections. The trace class of A, denoted by 7A, is the set {xy.x, y e A}. It is shown in [6] that a trace functional tr is unambiguously defined on tA by letting tr xy={x,y*) = 2 (xyPw,Pa>)' where {pa:co e Q} is any projection base for A. It is further shown that for each nonzero a e A there exists a unique positive element [a] e A (that is, one possessing the property {[a]x, x)^0 for every x e A) such that [a]2=a*a; moreover, a e tA if and only if [a] e rA. A norm t is defined on rA by letting r(a) = tr[a]; then (tA,t) is a Banach »-algebra ( [6] , [5] ). In [7] the present author has shown that each nonzero positive element b of A has a unique spectral representation ¿>=2 }-nem where the A, are positive numbers with /, </l, if />/, and the ei are mutually orthogonal projections. In particular, for any nonzero ae A, if 2 Xnen is the spectral representation of [a], we define \a\p, for 0<p<co, by \a\p = 2/"k"|2. We also define \a\oe to be Àx, and |0|"=0 for 0</>^oo. The /»-class /I,,, 0</?^oo, is then defined as {a £ A:\a\p<cc}. Among the results of [7] are the following: (1) |a|C0 = ||La||, where La denotes, as usual, the left multiplication operator; (2) A^AV., if 0<p<p'^2, the inclusion being proper if A is infinite-dimensional; and AV = A if p~^.2; (3) (A2, \-\2) = (A,\-\) and (Ax, \-\x)={rA, t); (4) (¿", \-\p) is a normed »-algebra for 1 ^p^co, and is complete for l^p^2. A (right) Hubert /l-module 77, introduced by Saworotnow in [4] , is a complex linear space which is a right module over the proper 77*-algebra A, and on which there is defined a vector inner product (•, . Basic properties of Hubert ^-modules are obtained in [4] , among them the fact that ||/û||^ 11/11 |a| for/e H,ae A; hence a Hubert /1-module is evidently a particular instance of a Banach module (see [2, p. 263] ). (We shall assume without loss of generality that H is a faithful module, since its right annihilator R is a closed two-sided ideal of A; hence H is always a faithful Hubert J?-module.) Giellis [1] has defined the trace class of H to be rH={fa:fe H, aeA} and has defined a norm -n on tH by tr(f)= t([/]). He has shown that (tH, tt) is a Banach module and has presented results on duality relationships.
Our present aim is to generalize the results of [1] for Hubert modules, much as those of [5] and [6] were generalized for i/*-algebras in [7] . For feH, and for 0</>^co, we define \\f\\P=\[f]\p, and we let HP= Theorem 2. For \^p<2, letq besuch that (\lp)-\-(\¡q)=\. Then there exists a conjugate-linear isometry of (HP, \\-\\P) onto the dual of (HQ, \\-\\q); hence Hp is complete in its norm.
We conclude with a necessary and sufficient condition for the inclusion HP^HP, to be proper (l£p<p'<2). We remark that the completeness of (Hp, \\-\\p) for 1 ^p<2 can be established by the method of [3, p. 265 ] as adapted in [1] ; however we omit this proof since it is rendered unnecessary by Theorem 2. 5. Conditions for distinctness of the /^-classes. Suppose \^p<p'^2. In the /F*-algebra A, for Av to be a proper subset of Ap^ it is necessary and sufficient that A be infinite-dimensional [7, Proposition 3.14] . We shall give a condition for the corresponding relationship to hold in the case of HP and Hp..
An element of H will be called primitive if it is of the form/e^O, where e is a primitive projection in A; if ||_/è||=|e|,/e will be called a normal primitive element. (Note that the primitive projection e is uniquely determined for fe, since if fe=gp, where p is a primitive projection in A, then e(f,f)e=p(g,g)p-a.e=ßpjiCi; hence e=p.) A pair of primitive elements fxex and f2e2 will be called doubly orthogonal if (fxex, f2e2)= 0 and (ex,e,)=0.
Hp is a proper subset of Hp. if and only if H contains an infinite set of pairwise doubly orthogonal primitive elements.
Proof.
We note first that there exist nonempty sets of pairwise doubly orthogonal primitive elements in H, since for any/e H there is a primitive projection e such that/e?í0 (Lemma 1). Now suppose that every maximal set of such elements is finite, and let {fxex, • • • ,fkek) be a maximal set. We may assume that the fnen are normal. We have 2 n~l/r\en\~i,p en-^ >s now a simple matter to show, just as in [7, Proposition 3.14], that/e77",, butf<£Hp.
We close by remarking that for the condition of Proposition 1 to hold, A must necessarily be infinite-dimensional, as is evident. This is not sufficient, however, as is shown by the Hubert /l-module eA, where e is a primitive projection and A is topologically simple (the latter condition assuring that the module is faithful). However, by means of Theorem 6 of [4] , along with the accompanying examples, it is readily possible to provide instances of Hubert /1-modules possessing the property of Proposition 1.
